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Abstract 
Let C c Iw be a compact totally disconnected subset of the real line Iw and [O, l] c iw, the closed 
unit interval. In this paper we prove that all topological embeddings of C x [O, l] into I@ are 
tame; that is, there exists an ambient homeomorphism which straightens and makes parallel all arc 
components. It follows that no positive entropy map of C x [0, l] (which covers a homeomorphism 
of C) can be “embedded” into a near homeomorphism of Iw’. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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It is known that any homeomorphism between two totally disconnected compact sub- 
sets of R2 can be extended to a homeomorphism of all of R2 [12]. There exists but 
one embedding of the Cantor set into R2 up to ambient homeomorphism. Thus, all 
embeddings of the Cantor set into Iw2 are “tame”. In 1921, L. Antoine constructed his 
celebrated “Antoine’s necklace”, a “wild” Cantor set in Iw3 with nonsimply connected 
complement [I]. Antoine’s necklace is contained in an arc in Iw3 so there also exist 
wild embeddings of an arc in LFX’. In fact there exist wild embeddings of an arc in R3 
such that the embedding fails to be tame at only one point [6]. It has long been known 
that every arc and every simple closed curve in R2 is tame. R.H. Bing [2] gave the 
first example of a wild embedding of the Cantor fence n in Iw3 so that each arc in 
A is tamely embedded (even flat). The main goal of this paper is to prove that any 
embedding h of the “Cantor fence” C x [0, l] into R2 is tame; that is, there exists an 
onto homeomorphism F: Et’ 4 Et* such that F o h(C x [0, I]) = C x [0, 11. Here 
C c !R can be any totally disconnected compact subset, and [0, l] c Iw is the closed unit 
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interval. One rainy day on Mt. Rainier Glenn Davis suggested the following generaliza- 
tion. 
Conjecture 1. If all embeddings of a compact space X into IR* are tame, then all em- 
beddings of C x X into Iw2 are tame. 
In related work J. Kassebaum and R. Walker recently constructed a wild embedding 
of C x [0, l] into Iw3 [ 111. 
Our interest in embeddings of C x [0, l] into Iw2 arises from a study of the dynamics 
of invariant sets for plane homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms. We will say a home- 
omorphism f : X --+ X can be embedded into the homeomorphism F : R2 + If%* if there 
exists an embedding h : X --) Iw2 such that 
hof=Foh. 
In contrast to the Co case, not all homeomorphisms of a Cantor set to itself can be 
embedded into a C’ plane diffeomorphism. For example, Cantor set homeomorphisms 
can have infinite topological entropy but Ci plane diffeomorphisms have bounded en- 
tropy [lo]. (See R. Bowen [3] for more on topological entropy.) However, M. San- 
ford and R. Walker recently proved that a large class of “block permuting” Cantor 
set homeomorphisms can be embedded into C’ Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms with- 
out periodic sources or sinks [ 111. In earlier work, M. Barge and R. Walker prove 
that no homeomorphism of C x [0, l] which covers the 2-symbol adding machine on 
C can be embedded into a plane homeomorphism [5]. Their proof would have been 
considerably simpler had the main theorem of this paper been available. In recent 
work M. Sanford and R. Walker prove that no positive topological entropy map of 
C x [0, 11, which covers a homeomorphism of C, can be tamely embedded into a 
plane “near homeomorphism” [15]. A near homeomorphism is a map which can be 
uniformly approximated by homeomorphisms. So it follows from our main theorem 
that no such map of the Cantor fence may be embedded into a plane near homeomor- 
phism. 
In a celebrated treatise, A. Katok proved that all positive entropy C’+cu diffeomor- 
phisms of a compact surface must have transverse homoclinic points, thus shifts and 
orbits with arbitrarily high period [8]. In 1980, M. Rees built a positive entropy torus 
homeomorphism which was minimal, thus with no periodic orbits [13]. But the Rees 
example remains the only example in print of such pathological behavior, and the 
drive to produce qualitatively different (and simpler) examples has so far been fruit- 
less. 
Inverse limit spaces with near homeomorphism bonding maps are topologically equiv- 
alent to the original space [4]. Maps of Cantor fences may have rich dynamics without 
periodic behavior when their base maps have no periodic orbits. Were these maps em- 
beddable into near homeomorphisms of the plane, new Rees-type examples would be 
forthcoming. But combining the main theorem in this paper (Theorem 2) and results in 
[ 151 closes the door on this approach to building new such models. 
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1. The main theorem 
Theorem 2. Let C c JR be u Cantor set and let h : C x [0, l] + R2 be a topological 
embedding. Then there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism F: lR2 4 lR2 
such that F o h (C x [O. 11) = C x [O. 11. 
A set E separates IR2 between A and B if IR2 -E is the disjoint union of two open sets 
U and V such A c U and B c V. We will use the following theorem of K. Kuratowski 
[9] to prove our key lemma. 
Theorem 3. Let E c R2 be a locally connected continuum which separates R2 between 
continua A and B in R2. Then there exists a simple closed curve y c E c Et2 which 
separates R2 between A and B. 
The reader should consult [7,9,16] for additional topological definitions and terminol- 
ogy. 
Lemma 4. Let X be a compact subset of IR2, let A and B be disjoint continua in X 
and let M be an at most zero-dimensional compact subset of X - (A U B) such that 
X is separated between A and B by M. Then there is a simple closed curve y such 
that R2 - y is separated between A and B and y n X c hf. Furthermore, y may be 
chosen so that A lies in the bounded complementary component of y if B does not lie 
in a bounded complementary component of A. 
Proof. IR2 is separated between A and B by (IF?’ - X) U M. Since R2 is hereditarily 
normal there is a closed (in I@‘) subset D of (R2 - X) U A4 such that lR2 is separated 
between A and B by D [7, p. 171. Since A and B are bounded D may also be taken to 
be bounded. 
Since R* is unicoherent a component of D separates IR* between A and B [7, p. 471. 
Hence, we assume D is connected. 
Take a triangulation P of I@ - M so that simplices approaching M have mesh ap- 
proaching 0 and E = U{o E P ( D n (T # 0) ii D is disjoint from A U B. Now, E is a 
continuum which is locally polyhedral and, hence, locally connected at points of E - M. 
Hence, the continuum E is locally connected except possibly at points of M. A con- 
tinuum cannot fail to be locally connected only on a zero-dimensional set, so E is locally 
connected. By Theorem 3 let 7 c E be a simple closed curve which separates A from 
B in Iw’. 
Now suppose B is in the unbounded complementary component of A. If A is in the 
unbounded complementary component of the simple closed curve y, let K be a circle 
centered at a point of B and of diameter so large that A U B U y lies in the bounded 
complementary component of K. 
Now let G and F be disjoint arcs irreducible from K to y and disjoint from A. Then 
the boundary of the component of A in R2 - 1< U y U G U F is a simple closed curve 
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y’ which separates A from B and A is in the bounded complementary component of 
yl. q 
We now prove our main theorem. 
Proof. Let A = h(C x [0, I]). 
We first demonstrate the existence of a simple closed curve 5’ such that S n A = 
h(C x {i}), where h(C x {I}) is in the bounded complementary component of S and 
/1(C x (0)) is in the unbounded complementary component of S. 
Since the Cantor set h(C x { 1)) is tame in IR2, there exist disjoint topological closed 
balls Kt , . . . , K,, in IR2 so that 
h(Cx{l})c K, u4K,cIR'-h(Cx[O,;]). 
Arcs do not disconnect IR* so by unicoherence h(C x [O: i]) does not separate R2. Let 
A, c R2 - (h(C x [0, ;]) u K3 u . . . u K,) 
be an arc irreducible from K1 to K2. Let 
be an arc irreducible from KI UKzUAl to K3. Inductively we construct arcs A,, . . . , A,_, 
such that 
K = K, u.. u K, u A, u.. . u A,_] 
is a simply connected continuum in lK2 - h(C x [0, i]). 
For each c E C there exists by the lemma a simple closed curve S, c lR2 such that 
S, n (A U K) c h(C x { $}), S, separates IR2 between h(c, 0) and K, and K is in the 
bounded complementary component of S,. Clearly, 
{z E C 1 S, separates h(z, 0) from K} 
is open in C. This set is also closed because S, misses both K and h(C x (0)). 
Hence, there is a smallest integer m and simple closed curves Si , . . . , S, in lR2 such 
that K is in the bounded complementary domain of each Si and for each c E C there 
is i with 1 < i < m such that h(c, 0) is in the unbounded complementary component of 
Si. We suppose m > 1 or there is nothing to prove. We will prove m can be reduced to 
complete the first step of the proof. Let 
C, = {c E C) h(c, i) E S, and 
h(c, 0) is in the bounded complementary component of Si}. 
We show first that Ci is finite. For if c E Ci there is a small neighborhood U of h(c, i) 
such that U n h( { c} x [0, I]) and U f’s, are connected. Since Si does not separate h(c, 0) 
from K, it follows that S, does not separate h(c, i - E) from h(c, i + E) in U for small 
positive E. (The proof of the Jordan curve theorem shows that Si separates two points of 
lR2 if and only if there is an arc between these points which crosses S’, an odd number of 
times.) It follows that U n (h({c} x [O, I]) - {h(c, i)}) lies in one component of U - Si. 
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Let {cj } be a sequence in C - {c} converging to c. If each cj E Ci, then since 
]h({cJ} x [O. 11) nSi] < 1. 
arcs locally separate lR2, h](C x [0, 11) 1s a homeomorphism, and (c, l) is an interior 
point of {c} x [0, 11, it follows that S, is no? locally connected, a contradiction. So assume 
cj $ C,, for all j. If for each j, h(cj, i) E S,, then Si separates h(cj,O) from h(c,, 1) 
in IR*. Since 
{d E C 1 Si separates h(d: 0) from h(d) l)} 
is closed in C it follows that c $ C,, which is again a contradiction. Hence, we may 
assume 
In particular, c is isolated in C,. Since Ci is compact, it is finite. 
Let c E C, and let U be a neighborhood of h(c, i) as above. Then S, meets h({c} x 
[0, 11) but does not cross h({r} x [0, 11). Furthermore Si f~ h({d} x [0, 11) is empty for 
d E C with h(d) $) E U and d # c. Therefore h(c, i) is an accessible point of A via an 
arc in Si n U. Since h is an embedding it follows that every point of h( {c} x [0, 11) is an 
accessible point of A. Let H c U be a simple closed curve which contains h(c! i) in its 
bounded complementary component, H meets h({c} x [0, 11) in exactly two points, H 
meets S, in exactly two points, and a component J of H - h(C x [O! 11) has its boundary 
in h({c} x [O,l]). Th en ,I meets both components of (Si n U) - { h(c> i)}. Let L be the 
component of J - S’, whose closure misses h( {c} x [0, 11). Then (S, u L) - {h(c, i)} 
contains a simple curve S which contains S, - U and 
h(C x [0, I]) n S = (Si n h!(C x {i})) - {h(c. +)}. 
Thus, by finitely many modifications we can replace S, by a simple closed curve (which 
we again call Si) which for d E C contains h(d, i) if and only if it separates h(d: 0) 
from K in R2 if and only if the original Si separates h(d, 0) from K in R*. Hence, we 
may assume Ci = 0: i.e., we may assume that for c E C, h(c: i) E ,S’, if and only if 
Si separates h(c, 0) from K. In particular, Si n h(C x {i}) is both open and closed in 
h(C x {i}). 
Bytheminimalityofmforeachi,jE {1~...~m}withi#jthereisc~Cwith 
h(c, $) E S,i - S’j. Since K is in the bounded complementary component of both Si and 
Sj it follows that Si n S, # 4. 
Let c E C with h(c, $) E S2 - St and let J1 be the component of S2 - St which 
contains h(c, i). Then St U JJ is a 0-curve [9, p. 5111. Let L be the component of 
St - cl(J) such that K is in the bounded complementary domain of the simple closed 
curve 5’: = L U cl(Jt ). Then St - cl(L) 1s in the unbounded complementary domain of 
L U cl( Jr ) = 5’; since h(c, 0) and, hence, h(c, i) and J are in the bounded component 
of R2 - St. It follows that for each c’ E C, since 
h({c’} x [O, 11) n (SI u S2) c {h(c’. i)> 
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and h(c’, 1) E K that 
(s, - cl(L)) n h({c’} x [O, 11) = q5. 
SO (S1 - cl(L)) n A = 4. H ence, for c’ E C, L U cl(Ji) = S: separates h(c’, 0) from K 
if and only if h(c’, i) E St U JI. 
Since {h(c’, .$_) E Sz - Si} is both open and closed in h(C x {i}) only finitely many 
components Ji , . . . , J, of S2 - St meet h(C x {i}). With S: in place of Si and 52 in 
place of Ji, construct a simple curve Sf in St U 52 which for c E C separates h(c, 0) 
from K if and only if h(c, i) E St u 52. By r such modifications we construct a simple 
closed curve ST c Si U $2 which for c E C separates h(c, 0) from K if and only if 
Si U S2 does and such that K is in the bounded complementary domain of S[. 
Thus, S;, S’s, . . , S, are m - 1 simple closed curves such that for each c E C 
at least one of these simple closed curves separates h(c,O) from K and K is in the 
bounded complementary domain of each of these simple closed curves. This contradicts 
the minimality of m. We have proved that there is a simple closed curve S such that 
h(C x { 1)) is in the bounded complementary domain of S and h( C x (0)) is in the 
unbounded complementary domain of S. 
Let D = [0, l] x [O, 11. We may suppose A U S C int (D). Let N be a component of 
S\A. Let A and B be disjoint arcs in D such that AnaD = ((0, i)}, Bni3D = { (1, i)}, 
each of A and B is irreducible between dD and A U S and (A U B) n (A U S) C N. Let 
Ail2 be the arc in A U B U S such that 
{(O,;),(l,~)}U~(Cx {;}) cA,/2. 
Since arcs in the plane are tame, we may suppose without loss of generality that Ati2 is 
the line segment [0, l] x { $}. The natural order on All2 with initial point (0, i) induces 
an order on C (i.e., c < b in C if and only if h(c, i) < h(b, i) in the natural order on 
42). 
N~~A,/~U[O,~IX{~}U{O,~~X[~~~I is a simple closed curve in IR* which bounds 
the closed disk D,. Let $ < t < 1. As above there exists an irreducible am At in 
~u.\[O,llx~~,l~ suchthat At nA = h(Cx {t}) an d such that At separates h(C x { 1)) 
from h(C x {i}) in D,. Let at (respectively bt) E At with first coordinate 0 (respectively 
1). If b E C and R is the arc in At which is irreducible between at and h(b, t) then 
h(c, t) E R for each c E C with c < b. Otherwise, we would have h(c, t) E At \ R but 
in this case 
111 = Ru (0) x [;$I uh({b} x [;,t]) u [o, 11 x {;} 
contains a simple closed curve which separates h(c, t) from bt. This is a contradiction 
since At \ R is a connected set in D, \ A4 from h(c, t) to bt. 
Let TX~ be a positive integer and 0 < ti < . . < t,, < 1 such that each component 
of A - UyL, h(C x {ti}) has diameter less than i. Choose disjoint arcs Pt , . . . , 4, in 
[0, l] x (0,l) irreducible from (0) x [0, l] to { 1) x [0, l] such that if Pi n A # 8 then 
Pi n A = h(C x {t}) f or some t and Pi is constructed as was At above. Also, for some 
i, Pi = Ai,* and UT$ h(C x {ti}) c lJ,“l=, Pi. Also, choose disjoint arcs BI, . . . , B,, 
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in (0, 1) x [0, l] irreducible from [0, l] x (0) to [0, l] x { 1) such that ]Bi n Pj 1 = 1 for 
all 1: and j and Bi n A = 0. Let Ga = Pt U . . U 9, U f?l U . U B,, . The Pi and Bj 
are chosen so the components of D - Ga have diameter less than $. Then Go is a kind 
of grid on D. 
Map Go homeomorphically onto a finite rectangular grid GA in D by fa : Go + Gb so 
that 
(i) fo carries [0, l] x {i} identically onto itself, 
(ii) for each edge e of D fo(e n Go) = e n Gb, 
(iii) for each i fo(Pi) is a horizontal line segment, 
(iv) for each i fa(Bi) is a vertical line segment, 
(v) for each c E C fa(h({c} x [O! 11) n Go) lies in a vertical line, 
(vi) the components of D - GX have diameter < i. 
Inductively we construct grids Ga c Gt c . in D and rectangular grids Gb c G{ c 
in D and onto homeomorphisms fZ : G, + G: such that fi+t extends fi. We require 
G,, G: and fi to satisfy conditions similar to those satisfied by Go, Gb and fa. The 
components of D \ Gi and D \ G: are assumed to have diameter less than 2-i-‘. Then 
f = lim fi : D 4 D is a homeomorphism which carries n onto a Cantor fence A’ so 
that, for c E C, f(h({c} x [0, 11)) IS a vertical line segment in A’ and each pair of such 
line segments differs by a horizontal translation of R*. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
The proof of our main theorem only uses essentially that Cantor sets are compact and 
totally disconnected. 
Corollary 5. Let C be a totally disconnected compact set. Then all embeddings of C x 
[0, l] into Iw* are tame. 
Note. This does not mean the embedding is unique. 
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